
The Enigmatic World of Angel At Troublesome
Creek Augusta Goodnight Mysteries

Angel At Troublesome Creek is one of the most captivating and intriguing mystery
series in contemporary literature. Created by the talented author Augusta
Goodnight, these books offer readers an opportunity to immerse themselves in a
world filled with suspense, hidden secrets, and unforgettable characters.
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Unraveling the Mystery

The series revolves around the enigmatic detective Angel At Troublesome Creek.
With her uncanny abilities to solve complex puzzles and her razor-sharp instincts,
Angel navigates the treacherous paths of the criminal underworld to unravel the
truth behind the most perplexing cases.
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Throughout the series, Augusta Goodnight skillfully weaves together intricate
plotlines, leaving readers on the edge of their seats until the very last page. Each
book is a standalone mystery, allowing new readers to dive into the series at any
point. However, for those wanting to fully immerse themselves in Angel's world,
starting from the beginning is recommended.

The Characters

One of the strengths of Angel At Troublesome Creek is the cast of memorably
complex characters. From Angel's brilliant yet troubled mind to the mysterious
and unpredictable villains she encounters, every character is intricately
developed, adding depth and dimension to the stories.
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Angel At Troublesome Creek, the leading protagonist, is a fascinating character
whose past is shrouded in mystery. Her troubled childhood and her relentless
pursuit of justice are central to the series. Her peculiar personality and her
unbreakable determination make her a truly intriguing protagonist.

Each book introduces a new set of characters, from potential allies to cunning
adversaries. The interactions between Angel and these individuals add layers of
complexity to the plot, keeping readers guessing until the final revelation.

The Allure of the Setting

The backdrop against which the mysteries unfold is as critical as the characters
themselves. Troublesome Creek, a small fictional town nestled in the heart of an
idyllic countryside, sets the stage for these exhilarating tales.

The vivid descriptions of Troublesome Creek transport readers into a world
brimming with picturesque landscapes, quaint cottages, and hidden secrets. The
atmosphere created by Augusta Goodnight's writing is both enchanting and
foreboding, instilling a sense of intrigue and curiosity.

The Legacy of Augusta Goodnight

Augusta Goodnight is a true master of the mystery genre. With her exceptional
storytelling skills, she has garnered a dedicated following of fans eagerly awaiting
each new installment in the series.

Her ability to craft rich narratives and meticulous plots has earned her critical
acclaim and numerous awards. With Angel At Troublesome Creek, she has
created a truly iconic detective, leaving an indelible mark on the genre.

Angel At Troublesome Creek Augusta Goodnight Mysteries are a must-read for
any mystery enthusiast. The series offers an irresistible combination of intricate



plots, fascinating characters, and immersive settings, guaranteeing an enthralling
reading experience.

So, prepare yourself to embark on a journey into a world of suspense and intrigue
as you join Angel At Troublesome Creek on her relentless quest for justice. You
won't be able to put these riveting novels down!
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When Mary George Murphy finds that her Aunt Caroline fell down a flight of stairs
to her death, she's heartbroken. To make matters worse, Mary is sure that
Caroline's death was no accident.

Enter Augusta Goodnight, Mary's guardian angel. Normally assigned to Heaven's
strawberry fields, Augusta died during WWII -- which explains her old-fashioned
glamour and love of swing. She appears in Troublesome Creek just in the nick of
time-helping Mary unearth an old mystery and the truth about Caroline's death.

"Light, bouncy prose, small-town Southern perspective and characters, and a
most fetching angel make this first volume in a new series a real charmer." -
Library Journal
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